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(:05). there are a lot of important things to discuss today. The selection of the U Council 

for earth is completed. They will serve with their soul, also they should speak 2 

languages and understand completely the problems of humanity. One from each of 6 

continents and 3 ladies and 3 gentlemen. (:13). Say hello together and introduce 

yourselves one by one. Mary Woo from Los Angles,  introduces herself, wants to serve 

and her soul is for peace of humanity, and trusts in the desire and love for a better earth. 

It's your love that allows me to be here to serve your wishes. I represents American 

Continent but she is from Vietnam, came at age 15. She sees herself as part of the earth 

and suddenly her love expanded. She has been an interpreter for 20 years in general, 

medical and legal, and she understands the frustration of language barrier. Thank you 

very much your Excellency. (:19). Anka from Netherlands, represents Europe, she asked 

Mr. Keshe if he is sure that her soul should serve, and she trusted. I feel completely 

blessed to do this, finally we can make our childhood dreams come true, we always 

wanted the best to come true, people didn't have to suffer or live in wars and we were 

shocked and terrified that these things were happening in this world. Finally, we can do 

something about this, and the best thing is we are moving into a time where our souls 

count. My background is I was always trying to find wisdom, I studied Anthropology, not 

quite doctorial. Because there was a lot of wisdom in the indigenous cultures of this 

world, that was not taught in schools. To reintroduce the wisdom into the new peace we 

are creating. (:23). Lisa McDonald from Australia, after you called I had a good think, 

and I decided that my life was the training, was born and lived lost of her life in S. Africa, 

Jewish dad and non-Jewish mom, born a white in an African continent in Apartid for half 

of life. We need impartiality and deep love and respect for people. people came to me for 

solutions and all my life I waited for K T which can give us a solution to lead us to the 

next level and this is it. A degree in Psychology, 12 years educated by Nuns, we are 

farmers now and I would like to help restore the planet back. (:27). Now the gentlemen. 

From Asia, Thank you Mr. Keshe I accept this with all gratitude, and wish to restore 

respect and love to all humanity, as a single soul and collective Consciousness. I hope 

everyone realizes that change only happens from within, everyone is responsible for their 

own thoughts etc. Parvish Roshvan ?? born in Theran, Iran and carries Canadian 

citizenship, and for last 13 years living in Dubai. Since 1980 involved in medicine and 

1988 shifted to alternative medicine, and practices as a naturopathic Doctor. It's a body-

mind-spirit and the Reality is way beyond matter. The knowledge you are bringing is an 

easy way to understand the deeper truths, I am proud to be a student of the KF. Tell the 

people your experience of the war in Iran so people know that you understand what 

conflict, war can bring. He served 2 periods in the Iranian war as medical ?? and 

witnesses lot of heartbreaking things happening, and realized that the whole situation is 

created by the political systems of today. He helped many enemy soldiers and knew there 

was no difference and looked for a new way of thinking. Those hardships and painful 

period prepared him for many changes in his life. He decided to look at everything as 

pushing him towards a better enlightenment in himself. (:31). Dr. Rodrigo is honored to 

be part of this Council, he will do anything to bring peace, he was born in Mexico and 

studied plastic surgery and practiced for 30 years. He studied in Italy and Spain and US 



and ended up in Oregon. He loves all people, married a woman from Russia. He only 

sees love and compassion in people and will do anything to bring peace to world. He 

decided not to practice Plastic Surgery anymore. His passion was reconstructive surgery. 

He wants to learn all about this T to bring it to the people. He represents the South 

American Continent. (:35). The last member of the Earth (Universal) Council, Alek from 

Nigeria, he left UK and works in the deep jungles in Nigeria. (signal problem) ...  (:38). 

Keshe introduces Alek and his work in the jungles of Nigeria to spread the T, he will 

represent Africa.  ...  KF worked to help China and Philippines to come to an agreement 

instead of going to war, which has been instigated by others.  

(:53). Anka speaks some wishes of the Earth Council, we want to end the wars, and we 

want to restore justice to the planet that is in alignment with Universal Justice. Through 

KF we will have infinite energy and healing, we would like the media to give truthful 

news and get rid of the mind control, and immediately stop the machines that enforce the 

mind control. The business world should be in alignment with our soul purposes, re-

distribute the riches and remove the limitations for everyone, and restore the paradise this 

earth once was, and space travel to visit our neighbors, or move to other planets if we 

want to. These are my wishes for now and I would love to hear the wishes of the other 

members. And clean up the world. Lisa wishes to get people to understand that they are 

the creator and need to create the abundance for themselves, there is too much 

complacency in the world. The abundance of the soul comes from within. (:58). We 

should go to the public and let them express what they feel. Keshe puts a question. One 

of the biggest problems is that the world leaders have created the wars to show 

themselves as more powerful,  if in their work they can bring the world leaders to see 

they are all equal and the most powerful is responsible to the weakest nation. I think the 

Earth Council should call a conference of leaders to show they are all equal and not as 

how the UN is now, then we have solved 99% of the problems. (1:02).   (1:18). (1:27). To 

contact the Earth Council use earthcouncil.org. Keshe asks the Earth and universal 

Council members to be humble and among people, and that you are felt through your 

soul. it's important that we don't replace one hierarchy with another, this is a condition 

that we set in the Rome conference. They should live amongst men as men.  (1:46). 

Today is the 27th it's the start of a new era, to change and to link up with our souls. When 

you pray don't go to the Jesus, Moses etc, with hands stretched out, I need help, when you 

pray, which is the giving part of your soul, pray to humanity, raise the level of the soul of 

the man and through it you shall find out that ?? , this is the secret of the creation, if you 

are a man of peace you'll add to it, ... every E has a strength and when you release at that 

strength it will be absorbed by all those who are of the same strength. The start of the 

Earth Council is the key to the establishment of the peace on this planet. (1:48). The 

knowledge and experience among the 6 members brings everything the man needs to 

make a peaceful planet. Agriculture, medicine, understanding of the languages and 

cultures, to humbleness. The path for our chosen council's that they will rejoice being 

part of it, ?? and openness of it. It's very hard for the council to realize that from today 

on, the wish through their soul will become a command for humanity. IF the six 

members decide to change the path of the Leaderships (?? World), they can achieve it. 

We give the support from the core members of the KF.  I have achieved my mission, I 

will be here for a short time as a guide, now it's the job of the Council to take the 

responsibility for the planet. (1:50). The distribution of the knowledge that it brings 



wealth and contentment. I thought to make the Foundation for knowledge to establish the 

peace and with it leave it in the capable hands of the Earth and Universal Councils and 

the Core Members. All 14 members of the Core have become united and with it we 

support both councils. It is not to achieve peace, but that we already have achieved peace. 

Those of you who have achieved peace with your soul will find out this will elevate the 

others and the peace will come. I had the pleasure this morning to watch the first 

structure of what you call ?? , it could be touched and felt, and could not have come on 

any other day then today. (1:52). We are on the verge of joining the man, by the 

knowledge of man, and those who have a peaceful soul to create it. It was wonderful 

when one of the members was saying that, touching the air, I could feel it, tingling 

feeling in my fingers some 14 feet away from the structure of the ??  We have managed 

to create the tangibility of the Spaceship. The structure is as we said, a dome shaped. It 

was beautiful to see and that it was done by a man so committed to peace. In time we will 

show the first video of tangibility, touching the SS, the fields. It means the Man is ready 

to join the U Community. The application of knowledge is so simple that it baffles the 

scientists. (1:54). ... I created your position for peace on this planet. .. the distribution of 

knowledge, unconditional and free. (1:57). Today is the celebration of the Earth Council, 

what man has been wishing for centuries, to end all wars, to bring equality among man. It 

took time for the development of T so communications could run world wide as we have 

seen today. Before it was marathon runners and pigeons, now it is the MG fields of the 

voice of the Man, which is shared across the planet. Man up this time was not ready to 

share this experience of oneness, because now everything is equal. Man has the point of 

maturity and it's for us to reach the others that they understand that the only way is the 

path through peace, through T and not through talks. Where they see the life changes, the 

conditioning of the suffering of the soul becomes the position of elevating the others 

through understanding the operation of the totality. (1:59).   (2:01). It closes with Mary, 

we all of the Council listen to you intensively, we absorb your energy and beautiful wish, 

and your advices, thank you. Man from Iraq ask Mr. Keshe when he accepted this 

mission (for earth) did you first have the knowledge and then accepted, or got it after 

accepting?  The elevation of the soul brings the knowledge, I accepted the new soul 

which I knew was a consequence of what will come. And was more knowledge added 

when you accepted?   It's added to the knowledge which was given to the others ... I carry 

a very ancient soul, ancient in the dimension of the U not the of the man. Thank you.  We 

are the messengers of the U and we understand the totality of the link as you see from one 

?? to the other ... but we see one galaxy to the other, and one U to the other, and we see 

that every part has to work smoothly, for (the) totality to be smooth. We have a lot more 

to teach, this is only the beginning! Thank you very much for today, and we welcome 

Man to the U Community, even in the small steps. 

End. 

 


